


A platform to connect the ecosystem and 
make grow your innovative project in Las 

Rozas



Las Rozas Innova Hub

Las Rozas Innova Hub offers a shared work space of more than 2,000
square meters which are available to entrepreneurs. It is adapted to the
needs of the teams. Moreover, it counts with the services and support
required to make grow and consolidate their innovative projects



Las Rozas Innova Hub

What do we offer? 



Training in specific skillsInvestment forums to 
promote startups in their 
different maturity stages

Experts to help
startups in key
aspects.

Perks  and support 
from technological 
partners

Community to connect 
the startups and create an 
innovative network full of 
opportunities

Services

Events to connect the 
entire network business 
that belongs to Las Rozas 
and nearby cities

Solution validation 
programmes in real 
environments



We support entrepreneurs in the earliest stages
through the programmes

Early Adopters: we help startups in the process of 
checking their technology and their product with real 
clients. 

Venture Client:  we help startups in the process of
testing and validating their solutions that solve
different business challenges

Programmes

Services



Depending on the startup stage, the financing needs, 
the type of funds and how they will be applied. Three 
alternatives:

Business Angels and VCs database: we identify key
people to contact with in order to provide investment
opportunities (dealflow)
Investment Forums: they are open for the
participation of all kind of startups, we evaluate them
an choose six. Our 6 finalists will pitch in front of
investors in our Investor’s day

Funds

Services



We train in both technical and management skills for 
the founders and their teams. 
Two types of sessions:

Knowledge Session: From 2 to 4 hours that are taught in a
theoretical-practical way so that participants acquire
knowledge in an easy way
Inspiration Session: 1 or 2 hours sessions given by experts in
a trendy area or technology.

Training

Services



They are people with an extensive knowledge and
experience in a specific area and help solve and
develop a need for the startups. They are available
to offer a service of 1-3 hours per week to support
the progress of these needs.

Experts

Services



We help fostering synergies among the
entrepreneurs and with other kind of companies

Digital tools: information and communication tools to 
centralize interactions and all the Hub services.
Community meetings: They are group or individual sessions 
to discuss services, projects, complaints, suggestions; 
encourage interaction and detect needs

Community

Services



Regular meetings for the entire ecosystem to interact

Events and meetups organized by Las Rozas Innova or 
by other companies in collaboration with Las Rozas 
Innova to boost the ecosystem. (Hub users, Technical 
Communities, Content Collaborating Companies...)

Events

Services



Offered by different technology partners to the 
startups

Free product or exclusive discounts

Premium Support

Training and resources

Perk

Services



Would you like to
come with us?
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